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By Eric Flint, Charles E. Gannon

Baen Books, United States, 2015. Book. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand New
Book. This is book number 14 of Eric Flint s New York Times and Wall Street Journal best-selling
alternate history series, Ring of Fire. Eddie Cantrell, now married to the king of Denmark s daughter,
is sent by Admiral Simpson to the Caribbean to secure access to the most valuable commodity on
that continent - not the gold and silver which the Spanish treasure, but the oil which up-time
machines and industry need. The admiral has also provided Eddie s small task force with the new
steam-powered frigates that have just come out of the navy s shipyards. Even with the frigates, a
giant obstacle stands in his way: the Gulf-girdling Spanish presence in the New World. So a diversion
is needed, carried out by an up-time car mechanic and a down-time mercenary colonel who also
happens to be the last earl of Ireland. Their mission: grab the oil fields on Trinidad, and so distract
the attention of Spain s New World governors.
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ReviewsReviews

This written book is excellent. It really is rally fascinating throgh studying period. You are going to like the way the writer write this publication.
-- Ha dley Ullr ich-- Ha dley Ullr ich

It in a single of the most popular ebook. Indeed, it can be play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am quickly will get a satisfaction of reading a
created pdf.
-- Lennie Renner-- Lennie Renner
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